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Indonesia visa on arrival business trip

As a visa-free entry facility those who get a visa on arrival aim to visit Indonesia for tourism, family visits, social purposes, art and culture, public duties, to give speeches and visit seminars, attend international exhibitions, attend business meetings in an office, or when in transit to another country. It cannot be used to record work in Indonesia. This would be
an abuse of visa on arrival (which is considered a serious offence). Likewise, be careful not to overstay this visa as you can expect an IDR 300,000 (approx. USD $23) per day penalty. If, for whatever reason, you overstayed your visa upon arrival in Indonesia then we advise you to travel to the nearest immigration point as soon as possible and contact the
immigration officer to explain the matter (the longer you wait, the worse it gets). In case you overstayed because you are not able to travel (for example, because you are being treated in hospital), you should have someone contact the immigration office to explain your situation (and try to gather written evidence about communication with the immigration
office). The visa on arrival in Indonesia is (basically) valid for 30 days only, and you must visit the nearest immigration office to extend it by another 30 days. Sometimes people forget that the day of arrival and the day of departure count as a whole day. So if you arrive on 1 January then you have to leave the country on (or before) 30 January. If you leave
January 31 it will mean you will have to pay a one-day fine. The visa on arrival in Indonesia is a single entry visa, which means that it ends when you leave the country. The procedures for obtaining a visa on arrival are quite simple, provided you have the three necessary items: (1) a passport valid for at least six months, (2) a ticket showing that you are
leaving Indonesia, and (3) USD $35. You must first go to the counter and pay USD $35 for a visa on arrival (cash only) and to receive your passport entrance stamp. After this, go to another counter where you will receive motfoil visa (visa sticker). Finally, you have to go through the immigration checkpoint. Now you are free to enter Indonesia. Welcome! A
little advice: check if the immigration officer actually gave the visa on arrival stamp in your passport (and not the free visa facility stamp). The two are the same and can confuse the immigration officer. However, it can be a costly mistake: not only do you lose USD $35 (the visa-free facility is free), but perhaps much worse, you have also lost the ability to
extend your visa for another 30 days (the visa-free facility is not expandable). How to extend visas on arrival in Indonesia? Those who wish to determine the extent to which the visa on arrival is advised to start the process at least a week before the expiration. Even better: at least 10 days before the deadline because Indonesia is known for its long
bureaucratic and if you did not bring the necessary papers (see below) then your visit to the immigration office was in vain. Meanwhile, the earliest time is allowed to extend your visa on arrival 14 days before the expiration (therefore, it is not possible to immediately extend it once you have just arrived in Indonesia). To extend your visa on arrival, you need to
visit the nearest immigration office (in Indonesian: Kantor Imigrasi) two or three times. You must bring (or get when visiting the immigration office for the first time) the following: • Get (and fill out) two forms (Formulir untuk perpanjangan perpanjangan pertama visa kunjungan and Formulir Perubahan Data Orang Asing) as well as a folder. These forms and
folders are free and should have an English version.• Your passport (valid for at least six months), including the original visa upon arrival. Make sure you include photocopies of the front/signature page and the original visa on the arrivals page.• A copy of the sponsor's identity card (an agency may act as a sponsor, but this will require an additional fee).• Copy
of a ticket showing that you will leave Indonesia.• IDR 350,000 (approx. USD $26) to cover the costs. A small additional fee may be required for digital fingerprints and the photo they take of you. If you are a citizen of a nation not mentioned in the country list below, you cannot obtain a visa on arrival when you arrive at the immigration post in Indonesia.
Instead, you need to arrange the correct visa at the Indonesian Embassy in your home country. If you want to stay longer than 30 days in Indonesia (or the extended 60 days) you must leave the country and re-enter using the correct visa (or visa-free entry facility). No unsmed, foreigners fly from Jakarta to Singapore in the morning and return to Jakarta in the
evening, thus ensuring an additional 30 day period in Indonesia. If you do this you don't break any laws, but in case you often enter Indonesia within a short time, then you can expect to get some questions at the immigration office when you enter Indonesia because immigration officers may suspect that you are actually (secretly) working in Indonesia (which
constitutes a law-breaking offence). So, only do this if the purpose in Indonesia is allowed by visa. Visa on arrival (VOA): Purpose • Leisure, Tourism• Family• Social• Art and Culture• Government visit• Give lectures or attend seminars• Attend a meeting held by the head office or representative office in Indonesia• Continue your journey to another country Stay
Of Stay - 30 (thirty) days; can be extended once with another period of 30 days Claim - A valid passport with a minimum validity of 6 (six) several months- Return ticket (or at least a ticket to a foreign country) showing departure within 30 days from arrival- Pay USD $ 35 (and additional costs of extending VOA) Visa may not be required No visa is required for
a stay of up to 30 days. remember that if you live less than 30 days, You must: Keep a passport valid for at least six months with at least two empty visa pages Keep proof of onward and return flights Keep all documents required for the next destination Keep proof of sufficient funds in relation to your intended length of stay Confirm with your airline before
your travel date that boarding will be allowed without a visa Arrive and depart the country from one of the ports listed here If you stay longer than 30 days, please see the requirements below. Be sure you must provide your actual signed passport, including a copy of the personal information page in your passport. Your passport must: Be valid for the next six
months Have at least one empty visa page (changes and support pages cannot be used to meet this requirement) Do not be frayed, torn, separated or modified in any other way If your passport does not meet these requirements, please contact VisaCentral at 877-535-0688 for further details. Photographs You must provide two color images, pass-type
photographs that meet the following criteria: Taken over the last three months and printed on high-quality photo paper Taken against an all-white background Weather two inches with inches Give full frontal view of your head with your face centered in the middle and display a neutral (non-smiling) expression You can wear neither glasses nor headgear
except religious purposes Your photos should not be attached to your application, and it may not show evidence of tape or founderBusiness Cover Letter You are required to provide a Business Cover Letter from your US-based company. All letters must be printed on the company letterhead that displays a US mailing address. Use the accompanying
example Business Cover Letter to complete the letter. Visa application form Consulate in Indonesia requires a visa application form that is filled in online. To access the form, follow this link: . The application must: Show your name exactly as it appears in your passport Include replies for all fields Get signed Also include a photograph that must be uploaded
to the online application. This image must match the image you provide with all other documentation sent to us. PrintInclude all 4 printed pages of the visa application and a signed copy of the confirmation pageMinors under the age of 18 should not sign their own visa application, it must be signed by parentsLetter of invitation You must receive an invitation
letter. The organization you're visiting is responsible for giving the invitation. A copy is acceptable. This letter must: Be written on the company letterhead Include the entire local address and phone number of the organization or person to be visited Request the same validity of the visa as in the business introductory letter specify the number of entries you
request for visaIMPORTANT You'll also need to provide a copy of the ID of the person who signed the invitation letter. Travel certificate You must provide a travel certificate during the trip. Details of your intended events must: Include a copy of an itinerary or e-ticket showing your travel and entry and departure dates for your destination Show the traveller's
full name (as printed in the passport)VisaCentral Order Form Provide VisaCentral Booking Form included in this set. Driver's license You must provide a copy of your driver's license. Your copy must show your home address as it appears on the visa application form. Visa on arrival It may be possible to obtain a visa upon arrival under limited circumstances.
Visa requirements and travel restrictions vary greatly when you get a visa upon arrival. In addition, local immigration officials also have the right to deny entry to any for some reason. Due to concerns about coronavirus and COVID-19, many nationalities are prohibited from obtaining a visa upon arrival. Anyone who has travelled to regions affected by COVID-
19 is unlikely to come in. We strongly recommend that you get a visa before departure. If you choose to obtain a visa upon arrival, you must ask your airline if boarding is permitted without a visa. Special protected or restricted area permit Some areas of Indonesia have limited/restricted access. Currently, 4 regions have such status: Maluku, Poso and Irian
Jaya/West Papua. Applicants planning to visit the restricted/restricted access areas must obtain authorization from Indonesian authorities. Multiple entry visa applicants For multiple entry visas, your host in Indonesia must secure a government-approved invitation letter from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Jakarta that specifically approves you for a multi-
entry visa. A letter from the host company is not sufficient. Urgent Applications If you have an urgent visa application that has a tight deadline, VisaCentral can help you save valuable time and avoid expensive delays. A VisaCentral expert will review all your documents to certify your application is accurate, complete and ready for submission. We will contact
you personally to quickly deal with any errors that ensure that your application is submitted correctly. Go to learn more about this service. Previous visits to areas affected by COVID-19 Indonesia have temporarily suspended entry to travelers who have been in France, Germany, Italy, Iran, Spain, South Korea, Switzerland, the Vatican or the UK in the past 14
days. Visa may not be required No visa is required for a stay of up to 30 days. Please note that even if you live less than 30 days, you must: Enter Indonesia through one of the following airports or ports: Soekarno-Hatta International Airport, Ngurah Rai International Airport, Kualanamu International Airport, Juanda Airport, Hang Nadim International Airport,
Denpasar-Bali International Airport, Sri Bintan Pura Port, Batam Center Seaport, Sekupang Seaport or Tanjung Uban Seaport Keep your passport valid for at least six months with at least one empty visa page Keep proof of further and return flights Keep proof of hotel confirmation Keep all documents required for the next destination Keep proof of sufficient
funds in relation to your intended length of stay Confirm with your airline before the travel date that boarding will be allowed without a visa If you want to stay longer than 30 days, please see the requirements below. Be sure you must provide your actual signed passport, including a copy of the personal information page in your passport. Your passport must:
Be valid for the next six months Have at least one empty visa page (changes and support pages cannot be used to meet this requirement) Do not be frayed, torn, separated or modified in any other way If your passport does not meet these requirements, please contact VisaCentral at 877-535-0688 for further details. Photographs You must provide two color
photos of the passport type that meet the following criteria: Taken over the last three months and printed on high-quality photo paper Taken against an all-white background Weather two inches with inches Give full frontal view of your head with your face centered in the middle and display a neutral (non-smiling) expression You can wear neither glasses nor
headgear except for religious purposes Your images should not be attached to your application, and it cannot show signs of tape or founderLetter for employment If you are currently employed, you must submit an employment letter. The letter must: State that you travel strictly for tourism reasons Provide holiday dates from workVisa Application Form
Consulate in Indonesia requires a visa application form that is filled in online. To access the form, follow this link: . The application must: Show your name exactly as it appears in your passport Include replies for all fields Get signed Also include a photograph that must be uploaded to the online application. This image must match the image you provide with
all other documentation sent to us. PrintInclude all 4 printed pages of the visa application and a signed copy of the confirmation pageMinors under the age of 18 should not sign their own visa application, it must be signed by parentsLetter of invitation To meet the tourist visa invitation requirement, you must choose one of the following options: A copy of your
round-trip flight and hotel reservation, or An invitation letter obtained by your host or organization you are visiting. The invitation must include the entire local address and phone number of the organization or person to visit. IMPORTANT NOTE: If you choose to retrieve the invitation letter from a resident, you must also provide a copy of the ID to the person
who gives the invitation letter. Proof of sufficient means You must provide proof that you have sufficient funds. Your financial details must: Include a copy of your latest bank statement Show your full nameVisaCentral Order Form Provide VisaCentral Order Form included in this set. Driver's license You must provide a copy of your driver's license. Your copy
must show your home address as it appears on the visa application form. Applicants under the age of 18 Applicants under the age of 18 must provide the following:A copy of the birth certificateA copy of both parents' passportsA notarized copy of a letter of consent For parentsSafe on sufficient means You must provide proof of sufficient means in the form of
your latest bank statement. Urgent Applications If you have an urgent visa application that has a tight deadline, VisaCentral can help you save valuable time and avoid expensive delays. A VisaCentral expert will review all your documents to certify your application is accurate, complete and ready for submission. We will contact you personally to quickly deal
with any errors that ensure that your application is submitted correctly. Go to learn more about this service. Previous visits to areas affected by COVID-19 Indonesia have temporarily suspended entry to travelers who have been in France, Germany, Italy, Iran, Spain, South Korea, Switzerland, the Vatican or the UK in the past 14 days. Days.
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